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Dacha Theatre’s audacious theatrical feat is back with a brand new twist in Dice Keeper:
Twelfth Night!

Dice Keeper: Twelfth Night plays in-person at Base: Experimental Arts + Space,  March 31 - April 22

(March 3, 2023 - SEATTLE, WA)

Dacha is thrilled to present Dice Keeper: Twelfth Night, a twist on their original Dice series. In
Dacha’s innovative Dice format, an ensemble of actors memorizes the entire script of a Shakespeare
show and the roles are randomized at the start of each performance. But this year, there’s a brand
new wrinkle: the Dice Keeper, who changes the directorial concept for each performance with no
warning to the cast. Has he set the show in the Wild West or has he replaced all the costumes with
hospital scrubs?

Watch the virtuosic ensemble face the Dice Keeper’s challenges, all while attempting to earnestly tell
the full story of the play! No two casts are the same, and no two performances are remotely alike.

Dice Keeper: Twelfth Night is a playful send-up of directors with over-imaginative interpretations of
Shakespeare, and a love letter to all the actors, designers, and audiences who have endured their
whims. With each new concept the Dice Keeper is convinced that this is the best way to tell the story
of Twelfth Night — and by the end of the show, you may just agree with him!

The Dice format produces a novel show experience every time, and has audiences raving:

“Based on the premise, you might expect a harried and unfinished production, but this show
does not follow the rules of logic. There's beautiful blocking and choreography, constant and
clever improvisation, and characterization that rivals—even surpasses—Seattle Rep's 2007
production of Twelfth Night. Somehow, they even pull off stage combat. This is magic."

- The Stranger on Dacha’s 2017 production of Dice: Twelfth Night

Dice Keeper: Twelfth Night opens March 31st and runs through April 22nd at Base in the
Georgetown neighborhood of Seattle. Tickets are available on a sliding scale, with tiered pricing
ranging from $25-50. A pay-what-you-can option is available for all performances. The show features
a rotating cast, with seven out of nine ensemble members performing each night.
Tickets are available online at dachatheatre.com/dice

Founded in 2016, Dacha Theatre is a Seattle-based theater company that specializes in devised,
immersive, and playful work. Dice Keeper: Twelfth Night (2023) brings us full circle in our Dice canon
so far by bringing to Twelfth Night the live music and structural experimentation that have come to
define the format. Previous iterations of the Dice series: Dice: Romeo & Juliet (2022), Pride &
PrejuDICE (2019), As You Like It (2019), Hamlet (2018), Twelfth Night (2017).

###

More information, including promotional photos and details about our cast and creative team, can be
found in our press room: dachatheatre.com/dicepress
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